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A new PR video, in which we introduce some of the main research activities of STRL,
has just been produced. The video is about 20 minutes long and is useful for getting a
basic understanding of STRL's research. We will use it for many purposes, for example, to
show to our visitors. In the video, you can clearly see the pride that our young
researchers display when they describe their work.

By the way, the old STRL building beside the new STRL research complex has been
demolished. During the demolition, I spotted one of our senior researchers surveying the
activity of the wrecking crew. He looked as if he were reminiscing about his research in
the old buildings.

At the new research complex, we, especially the young researchers, will continue to
develop broadcasting systems through which viewers can enrich their lives in the digital
era. Besides helping to make our viewer's dreams come true, these efforts will no doubt
foster lasting memories in all of us .
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"Tone" as accent  in Chinese is expressed by
the speaker raising and lowering the pitch of his
or her voice, and has four basic forms. Four
Chinese characters that have the same sound
except for different forms of tone have,
respectively, different meanings. STRL has
developed a software program called "Seicho Nigo" that can provide visual support
to people learning Chinese tones, where "Nigo" means "the second" (edition). It can
automatically display the tone curves of the teacher's voice and the learner's voice,
which gives an instructive means of comparison. This program was first used in
NHK's Educational TV program "Chinese Conversation" in fiscal year 2000*. 

This April, a new function that can convert the learner's tone into the teacher's one
was added to the system. It converts, sound by sound, the pitch and duration of the
learner's voice into ones identical to the teacher's voice. In this way, the learner can
compare his or her utterances with ones having the same character, but correct
tones. Furthermore, he or she can visually grasp the appropriate corrections. The
software's name has been changed to "Seicho-Sango", where "Sango" means "the
third" (edition) in Japanese. The new system is currently being used in the program.

*See Broadcast Technology No.10 Spring, 2002

Chinese Pronunciation Training System "Seicho-Sango"
Now in Use on Educational TV program, "Chinese
Conversation"
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